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ABSTRACT
The functional verification of radio frequency circuits is the
main target of this work. The use of baseband behavioral
description models for BluetoothTM and WLAN receivers is
demonstrated. Fundamental simulation comparisons for dif-
ferent implementation levels are made. This paper concludes
with a suggestion for an extension of the Verilog-HDL-family
to aid SoC designers in their desire to shorten the time to
market.

1. INTRODUCTION
At present, the time consumption of mixed-mode circuit
simulations for high frequency transceivers is mostly depen-
dent on the carrier frequency, which determines the maxi-
mum time step for the simulator to be used. At carrier fre-
quencies from 2.4 GHz and above for e.g. BluetoothTM and
wireless LAN transceivers, the simulation times for large sys-
tems with a high number of components exhaust the avail-
able calculation power, even from state of the art computer
systems. While simulation techniques like harmonic balance
or periodic steady state analysis, show good performance
in strict RF systems, they principally fail in mixed-mode
simulations with digital parts as in common SoC’s or single
chip transceiver solutions. A simulation of a complete trans-
mission burst at transistor level on the final tape out data
base is therefore impossible. A verification of the tape out
data base is an important goal to minimize the development
costs. Redesigns due to simple but undetected errors could
be avoided and reduce the development time to achieve a
better time to market.

Therefore, a top down approach for RF-subsystems and its
requirements on the EDA-software is proposed. The visibil-
ity of this approach is demonstrated for two BluetoothTM

and wireless LAN transceivers. The benefits and demands
on new language constructs for present and future behav-
ioral description languages will be shown.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND STATE
OF THE ART

This paper focusses on two different aspects. One goal is
to achieve a functional verification of the final tape out
database, the other one to enable long time transient sim-
ulations for the calculation of e.g. bit error rates (BER)
with an acceptable performance. At present, most system
designers only think in terms of BER or even package er-
ror rates (PER) which need a huge number of received bits
for accurate calculations. The RF designers, creating the
schematics and the real Silicon focus mainly on noise fig-
ures and gain values of their building blocks. Therefore, the
simulations used for system concept engineering and tran-
sistor level schematics differ a lot. This gap is usually im-
perfectly closed by spreadsheets which contain simulated re-
quirements and additional specifications for each block. An-
other long term target of the presented work is to achieve
common executable specifications in a matter that can be
used by both RF designers and system engineers.

The long-time transient system simulations, which are re-
quired for BER or PER are typically done on abstract de-
scription levels. These are mainly languages and tools like
MatlabTM , which don’t support a functional check neither
on the transitor level schematics nor on the tape out database.
In contrast to this, the RF designers focus on noise fig-
ure simulations and short transient simulations like periodic
steady state or harmonic balance, which are simulated with
tools like spectreTM .

The RF carrier frequency, with it’s short time period, dom-
inates the simulation requirements. The size of the matrix,
which is to be solved for each time step, is approximately
proportional to the number of nodes used in the circuit. In
analog simulations, each transistor requires at least about
ten equations to be evaluated. Even a small digital part with
only a few hundred transistors, leads to enormous computing
demands compared to an analog frontend with typically far
less transistors. What essentially is missing, is the functional
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verification of couplings between these two worlds such as
gain control loops or even more simple tasks like switching
on or off the biasing of sub blocks.

The method to use baseband models of the high frequency
components has been investigated for quite some time and
the libraries are getting more complex and more complete
for different architectures.

Verilog, as one of the major hardware description languages
does not have support for complex structures or data types
to be passed over single connect wires as desired for con-
tinous functional verification. The international standards,
which are the base for the software implementations of the
EDA vendors, still lack sufficient support in terms of new
language constructs to ease the connectivity verification.
Upcoming SystemVerilog promises good constructs, but
misses analog extensions like in Verilog-AMS.

3. FUNCTIONAL VERIFICATION
BASEBAND MODELS FOR
TYPICAL RECEIVER STRUCTURES

Complex baseband signals are normaly upconverted in the
transmitter to the carrier frequency with a 90 degree phase
shift like shown in equation 1.

RF (t) = I(t) · cos ωt − Q(t) · sin ωt. (1)

Another representation for this is the real part of the com-
plex envelope with the modulated carrier

RF (t) = �
�

B(t) · ejωt
�

. (2)

This can be written as baseband representation with

B(t) = I(t) + jQ(t) (3)

j =
√−1 (4)

For nearly every simulation, one is only interested in the
distortion that this baseband information receives during
its ride on the carrier, not on harmonic disturbances of the
carrier itself. Most distortions and nonlinear effects occur as
simple amplitude modulations, but depending on the signal
encryption, phase modulation is also of interest.

To respect both AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects, the
signal is converted to it’s representation in polar coordinates
as

A(t) =
�

I(t)2 + Q(t)2 (5)

Φ(t) = arctan
Q(t)

I(t)
(6)

.

Simple nonlinearities for amplifiers are explained in detail
in [1].

The only contribution from terms of interest can be ex-

pressed as

Adist(t) = a · A(t) − 3

4
c · A3(t)) (7)

where a represents the implementation value of the desired
gain (G) in dB

a = 10
G
20 (8)

and

c = a ·
4
3

10
ip3
10 · 2 · Rin · 0.001

. (9)

These expressions are used in the models to express the gain
and the third order non-linearities. To simulate limiting ef-
fects, the output is clamped to a maximum value for extreme
input signals.

The maximum acceptable input Voltage is typically

Vin,max =

�
a

3 · c (10)

which leads to the maximum output of

Vout,max =
2 · a
3

· Vin,max. (11)

The baseband output is the complex modulation of this as

B(t) = Adist(t) · cos(Φt) + j (Adist(t) · sin(Φt)) (12)

or expressed as seperate signals

I(t) = Adist(t) · cos(Φt) (13)

Q(t) = Adist(t) · sin(Φt) (14)

One of the main problems one may deal with while using
baseband models is the correct signal power. The instant
power of an sinusoidal RF signal with the amplitude A at a
load of 50 Ohm is

P (t) =
A2 · cos2(ωt)

50Ω
. (15)

The time average of this can be evaluated to

P =
A2

50Ω · 2 (16)

Since we omit the carrier frequency for the baseband signals,
we miss the factor of 1/2. This must be admitted for in the
models when calculating noise powers and gains.

3.1. Example Receiver
In Figure 1, one of the two examples of this paper is shown.
The schematic shows the building blocks of a BluetoothTM

low-IF receiver. For the demonstration, the GFSK-signal is
generated in a Verilog block and transmitted over a fictional
AWGN channel. The received signal is amplified and down-
converted to the intermediate frequency. It passes an I/Q
crossbar switch and a polyphase filter for channel selection.
The filtered signal is again amplified, limited and demodu-
lated using a polyphase structure. The final signal is then
digitized and passed to the digital block (not shown).
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Figure. 1. Schematic View of the Receiver Example

3.2. Low Noise Amplifier
The low noise amplifier is modeled as a differential voltage
amplifier. To minimize calculations during runtime, the con-
version from typical engineering units (e.g. intercept point
3rd order, noise figure and gain in dB) to the necessary
implementation values are done at the initial step of the
simulation.

In a first approach, every given functionality from a phys-
ically approved model was implemented. This included a
high-/low gain switch, variation of the bias current and
power down mode during runtime. Although simulations
with a periodic steady state analysis are not the intention of
functional baseband models, it was decided to test the mod-
els for hidden states. This lead to the conclusion, that e.g.
the gain switch was later modeled as only switchable during
initial start of the simulation. Other implementations with-
out hidden states are possible, but do consume additional
calculation time [1].

To feature the verification of additional functionalities like
power down mode, power supply connections, checks for nec-
essary voltages and their influences on the output and input,
these signals are checked and failures or important changes
are reported throughout the simulation.

Noise is modeled as a white noise voltage source and added
to each input. Figure 2 shows the noise figure simulations for
the transistor level schematic and for the baseband model.
It is obvious, that the point of interest is at 2.401GHz for
the transistor level schematic, but only at 1MHz for the
baseband model, since the carrier frequency is eliminated.
With respect to section 3 the values can be copied from the
high frequency to the baseband implementation.

3.3. Mixer
For baseband simulations, the mixer can essentially be re-
duced to it’s gain feature, some third order non-linearities
and I/Q mismatch effects. To achieve this, each path is im-
plemented with separate parameters. The gain and limiting
effects are then modeled the same way as in the low noise
amplifier.

While amplitude mismatch is easily modeled with different
gains for the I and Q signal paths, phase mismatch requires
additional weighted additions according to

B(t) = (I(t) + jQ(t)) · ejωcarriert · e−jωLOt+φI,Q (17)

= (I(t) + jQ(t)) · eφI,Q (18)

= I(t) · cosφI −Q(t) · sinφI + j (I(t) · sinφQ + Q(t) · cosφQ)

(19)

The real part of equation 19 equals the downconverted in
phase component and the imaginary part the quadrature
phase component. When dealing with phase changes during
runtime, it is important to model the instantaneous phase
as an integral part over time, to avoid phase jumps.

For baseband simulations, it would be typical to ommit the
frequency conversion itself, since the fundamental frequency
of the signal is used. To ease the addition of frequency
conversion effects, this is added as optional complex mixer
calculations, so that different low IF frequencies can easily
be simulated.

Listing 1. Complex upconversion in the mixer

[..]
// intended LO and RF Frequency don’t match
if ( frequency difference >0)
begin
bound step(0.125/ frequency difference );
tmp = 2∗‘M PI∗idt( frequency difference ,0);
tmpi = iout∗cos(tmp) − qout∗sin(tmp);
tmpq = iout∗sin(tmp) + qout∗cos(tmp);

end
[..]

3.4. Polyphase Filter
To further propose the top-down design flow, the polyphase
filter was first implemented as a typical ladder-filter imple-
mentation with the historic values from Szverev [2].

Figure. 2. Simulated Noise Figures of the LNA for
Transistor and Baseband Level
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Figure. 3. Schematic of the polyphase filter

The filter structure used in this first design step is shown in
Figure 3.

The AC simulation of this filter shows a good frequency
response and can be used to determine the necessary order
and bandwith of the filter (Figure 4).

As simulation of a possible IP-reuse, it was later replaced by
the industrial schematic. To speed up simulations this was
simplified by a reduced one with Verilog blocks for the bi-
asing, switch checks and Verilog models for the operational
amplifier circuits. Table 1 shows the comparison for the
number of elements used in the three circuits. It is clearly
visible, that the simplified models will speed up the simu-
lation, not only due to the baseband modeling of the high
frequency frontend, but especially by reducing the size of
the matrix to be solved.

Reference Reduced Verilog
nodes 1212 71 71

equations 1245 104 114
transistors 894 0 0
capacitors 3332 20 20

diodes 66 0 0
resistors 676 64 64

Table 1. Number of Simulation Components for Dif-
ferent Implementations of the Polyphase Filter

Figure. 4. Frequency response of the polyphase
filter

4. WORK-AROUNDS AT CURRENT STATE
OF THE ART

As stated before, one of the major problems is the functional
verification of the final tape out database. While the base-
band models provide enough performance to enable a full
verification in an acceptable time frame, one major problem
persists. The schematics and connections between baseband
models and transistor level schematics must be identical to
ensure correct connectivity throughout the design process.
But, the number of connections to baseband models and RF
models differ in general. While high frequency components
just require one input signal (although often differential),
even the simplest baseband models require the in phase and
quadrature phase signals as separate components.

Differential circuits are commonly used in RFICs, so it was
possible to avoid the use of additional wires by putting the
I - signal on the positive net and the Q-signal on the nega-
tive net respectively. Since noisefigures, gain and intercept
points are specified for the given carrier frequency, this is at
the moment sufficient, but not really the desired solution.

The low frequency blocks can more easily be switched be-
tween the different implementations, since I and Q signals
already exist after the first complex downconversion mixer.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
The Bluetooth and WLAN receiver structures were simu-
lated using a state of the art multi processor computer sys-
tem and the current CadenceTM IC 5.10.41 USR 1. The
simulated real time was around 10 ms for the baseband
structures and far less for the transistor level schematics.
For the Bluetooth receiver, the simulation took 3458s per
µs for the full transistor level schematic compared to only
4.7s per µs for the baseband implementation.

For the desired determination of the signal to noise ratio at
the input to achieve a BER of 10−3, the simulations took 13
hours for the baseband models of the Bluetooth receiver and
would have taken 400 days for the transistor level schemat-
ics. The WLAN receiver, as it’s modeling was more com-
plete (compare table 5) took only 8.3 minutes with its base-
band model. The biggest block which was not completely re-
placed by a behavioral description was the polyphase filter,
which was modeled as schematic with Verilog operational
amplifiers. A complete transfer to a Verilog model would
enhance the performance again dramatic.

For verification purposes it would be sufficient to ensure the
reception of only the first few demodulated bits, which would
take around 20 us real time to simulate. This would take
only a couple of minutes, so the design flow would greatly
benefit from this. Simulations of a complete burst could run
over night to ensure full functionality.

The big speedup from the WLAN receiver, compared be-
tween baseband and transistor level simulation shows, that
the size of the matrix which is to be solved for each iteration
process increases simulation performance by approximately
a factor of five. Reducing the number of time steps to be
used by eliminating the carrier frequency, additionally im-
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Figure. 5. Number of Components

proves performance by a really large factor of six thousand.
The complete table of simulation times is shown in figure 6.

Figure. 6. Simulation Times

The simulated BER of the Bluetooth receiver was 10−3 at a
signal to noise ratio of 16.7dB which is in good accordance
to the measured silicon.

Figure 7 shows the simulated signals for the receiver. The
small glitch at around 18.7 us is one of the decoding errors,
but not detected as a bit error, because the digital sampling
times do not fall within it’s area. The noisy input signal
is clearly visible as amplitude modulation at the frontend
output.

6. CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HDL

On the one hand, baseband modeling promises efficient ways
of simulation speedup, but on the other hand, some infor-
mation is lost. Conversion effects from different harmonics,
which occur through nonlinearities and mixer effects, are

Figure. 7. Transient Simulation

not taken care of anymore.

To ease the implementation of such additional information,
which are to be transferred between the different simulation
blocks of a transceiver, it would be desirable to have complex
structures passed over single connections. SystemVerilog as
upcoming new language promises a good and effective way
of modeling these structures, but misses analog extensions
like in Verilog-AMS at the time being.

A comprehensive SoC-verification will require both, a Sys-
temVerilog as well as Verilog-AMS support for the RF com-
ponents using complex data types in their interfaces. The
first of these might be used in a pure digital simulation envi-
ronment, to verify the RF together with a large digital part,
verifying the whole SoC. The scond approach will be needed
for mixed-mode simulations in order to design the transistor
level of the baseband analog or mixed-signal part.

Listing 2 shows the intended structure for a single frequency
wave. It includes the time varying I and Q components, the
carrier frequency as a (typical) constant and additionally
the phase of the carrier frequency. With these information,
every single frequency effect can be modeled.

Listing 2. Typedefinition complex wave

typedef struct {
real I ,Q;
real frequency ;
real phase;
} complex wave t

Listing 3 shows the interface structure used to connect two
building blocks with an arbitrarily number of complex waves
as shown in listing 2. The number of distributed waves is im-
plemented as a variable and can be evaluated by examining
the demands of the building blocks through the netlisting
procedure.

The waves itself are accessed via interface tasks which pro-
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Listing 3. Interface definition

interface complex struct #(parameter size = 0)
(inout wire );

complex wave t[ size :0] complex wave;
real [0:1] wave; // differential I/O
task BB in (I Q); // read baseband signal
endtask:BB in
task BB out (I Q); // write baseband signal
endtask:BB out
task PB in (I ); // read passband signal
endtask:PB in
task PB out ( I ); // write passband signal

// possible :
// emulate passband output as upconverted
// addition from the complex BB signals

endtask:PB out;
endinterface : complex struct ;

vide an easy access without the necessity of dealing with dif-
ferent demands in the building blocks itself. Nevertheless,
this requires new ways of writing the models. The interface
as it is shown here, has four tasks for accessing the informa-
tion transmitted over the connection. Both baseband and
passband models can be used and access the same informa-
tion with additional upconversion if necessary.

A typical building block like an LNA can then be imple-
mented in SystemVerilog as shown in listing 4.

Listing 4. SystemVerilog LNA

module LNA(complex struct #(.size=0) LNA in,
complex struct #(.size=0) LNA out);

// sample LNA work goes here
LNA in.complex wave[0].read

( I ,Q,frequency,phase);
LNA out.complex wave[0].write

( I∗gain,Q∗gain,frequency,phase);
endmodule LNA;

The use of additional harmonics for example after a fre-
quency conversion in the mixer could be modeled as in list-
ing 6. As example, this mixer has a feedthrough of the orig-
inal frequency damped with a certain factor as additional
harmonic passed to the next block (e.g. a filter).

Listing 5. SystemVerilog Mixer

module mixer(complex struct #(.size=0) mixer in,
complex struct #(.size=1) mixer out);

// sample mixer work goes here
mixer in .complex wave[0].read

( I ,Q,frequency,phase);
mixer out.complex wave[0].write

( I∗gain,Q∗gain,frequency− oscillator frequency ,phase);
mixer out.complex wave[1].write

( I∗damping,Q∗damping,frequency,phase);

These constructs allow a simulation with baseband models,
but lack connectivity to analog signals, used for cosimula-

tions with transistor level models or alike. It would be desir-
able to have connectivity modules, compatible to VerilogA
and based on electrical dimensions. The aim of this paper
is to stimulate a discussion on the extension of the Verilog-
AMS standard.
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